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 ELSC seeks to reach out to those who are interested in the impacts of brain sciences research and are directly influenced by it.

Competitive Travel Grants for Advanced PhD Students To present their work in The 2016 ELSC Annual Retreat. January 24-26, Kibbutz Ein Gedi, Israel
This page has moved. Click the following link for the updated page: Neuroscience postdoctoral program

Housing in HU
Dormitories in the Hebrew University

Housing in HU
Edmond J. Safra Campus (Givat Ram Campus) The Zweig Dormitories has 450 beds in 8 buildings. These rooms are for singles only, sharing 2 students in a room. Each building has kitchens, bathrooms and showers. Virtual tour

Visa to Israel and health insurance
It is recommended that students planning to arrive in Israel for a post-doctoral internship acquire a multiple-entry A/2 student visa from the Israeli Consulate in their country

ELSC Friends
It is now widely accepted that deciphering the enigma of the brain is the most challenging intellectual endeavor of the 21st century, "The Century of the Brain" - Join our quest and become a friend of ELSC.
Our Int'l Ph.D. program provides outstanding students with top-notch courses in computational neuroscience.

read more

The Building

The Jerusalem Brain Sciences Building will provide a state-of-the-art research and teaching facility for the Edmond and Lily Safra Center for Brain Sciences.

read more

ELSC Media Channel

Get into our media channel and investigate ELSC's latest videos: seminars, public lectures, courses and video articles.

read more
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